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BEFORE THE POSTAL REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C.
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RANfDALL E:HRLICH,

Complainant.

Docket No.: C2019-1

DECLARATION OF
RANDALL EHRLICH
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I, RANDALL EHRLICH, being over 18, ofsound mind, and having personal knowledge,

declare under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the United States that the following is true and

correc:

14
1. Paragraph 24-89 of the Complaint filed in this matter, pertaining to observations

15 and st~tements attributed to me, are incorporated by reference as if stated here.

16 2. I have reviewed USPS's Motion to Dismiss and have these further comments, which

1 7 are not intende(l to be exhaustive.

18 3. Far more than just one individual has complained about BPA operations. My

19

20
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25

attorney Adam P. Karp's declaration attaches various communications showing that this amounts

to a systemic failure, over a decade in duration, not just an isolated instance.

4. Though on a motion to dismiss, all facts and reasonable inferences therefrom are

assumQd as true, Voisine's history of deception warrants mention, especially given USPS's claim

that pr?blems are "well-documented." The only witness to such allegations is Voisine, without

corrob~ration by any individual.
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1
5. I was told I would get my mail if I moved my box to the fence, which I did. It was

2

3

4

never stated that I had to mount it 6' closer to and facing the street until after I moved it. I did not

move it closer for fear ofmail theft and because BPA never addressed the threats made against me

by Voisine. I believed she would only manufacture new allegations to stop my mail again.

5 6. As to the danger of mail theft/identity theft, see the attached post of Karin Wilson

6 who nloved her box to the street and suffered precisely what I fear.

7 7. The dog at issue only barked at Voisine once, from behind a closed screen door
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adjacert to a closed gate, while I was supervising. The dog did not burst through the door, menace,

attack, chase, or make any contact with Voisine. At no time did any dogs at my residence do such

as insi.nuated by Bell and Voisine. The second notice was given without any actual incident. Other

neighbors have received multiple notices yet have not had their mail terminated. The

discrintlinatory treatment implies a vendetta by Voisine and the BPA.

14
8. As noted in the Complaint, I have not had the dog at issue for over three years yet

15

16

my m4il has been permanently discontinued. There have been no new complaints, fictitious or

otherwrise, since August 2015. This point remains lost on BPA and USPS.

17 9. Bell's declaration, Para. 6, inferring that in August 2015, my dog was off-leash and

18 attacketd Voisine, is completely false. I was never informed of this allegation.
I

19 10. Bell's declaration, Para. 7, inferring that on July 18, 2015 and August 8, 2015, my

20

21
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dog pushed open the screen door is completely untrue. I was never informed of this allegation and

never aw Att. I to the Bell declaration until after USPS filed this motion.

11. Attached are recent (Nov. 30,2018) screenshots from the Facebook Group West

Woodt~nd Neighbors, of which I am a member, from individuals complaining about Voisine's

arbitratrY and unreasoning behavior, including Kristen Fisher not getting mail because ofbees even
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1
thougll there were no flowering plants in her yard at the time, Jean Henrich Bolivar's loss of mail

2
because one day a guest stopped by at her home with a dog and how she did not get mail due to

3 bees and a statement that postal inspectors confinned Voisine's claims were inaccurate, and apost

4 by Scott Lucas.

Randall Ehrlich

Executed this December 6, 2018 in the city of Seattle, Wash.
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The latest from our mean mail lady.
For new neighbors in the 'hood, around 6th and
Market: do your best to keep your dog out of our leiter
carrie(s sight or she'll cause you trouble. Her name is
Tanja/Sonja Voisine.

Quick recap of our experience with her:

She spotted our old, lazy Great Dane in our unfenced
side yard one summer's day. He was tied up, standing
next to my wife while she was gardening, and looking
in the opposite way of the carrier. Never saw her nor
barked. He's never been a barker. He was also over 20'
away from the mailbox (per usps regulations).
The carrier never said a word to either me or my wife.

After that, we started receiving orange warning cards
whenever our door was open with our screen door
closed AND for times she seemingly just didn't feel like
delivering our mall (we installed security cameras to
prove this).
Each time, our mail was withheld. The warnings
escalated to formal letters.
We complained.
This led to a group of neighbors, who've all had similar
and worse experiences with her, reaching out to us.

~he USPS re~om~ended we install a steel security

o Write a comment...
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The USPS recommended we install a steel security
door to avoid any further problems.
So we did.
But the warnings continued and our mail kept being
withheld.

After a ton of emails and phone calls, I fmally got her
superiors to come inspect our house and door. Three
postal employees arrived as a group on three separate
occasions to conduct the inspection. They seemed to
all agree that the door was sufficient and, in fact, more
secure than our *actual* front door. Cool.

Things were quiet for a while.
And then today, we received this.

For the record, she calls me a "dick" but I've never had
a direct interaction with her. When this all began, I
wrote her a friendly letter explaining that our dog was
*not* a vicious German Shepard (as she originally
reported) and that we'd be happy to meet with her to
ease her mind. It seemed like the right thing to do?~
Some people are just afraid of dogs and any
responsible Great Dane owner is acutely aware of this.
They're big.
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After a ton of emails and phone calls, I finally got her
superiors to come inspect our house and door. Three
postal employees arrived as a group on three separate
occasions to conduct the inspection. They seemed to
all agree that the door was sufficient and, in fact, more
secure than our *actual* front door. Cool.

Things were quiet for a while.
And then today, we received this.

For the record, she calls me a "dick" but I've never had
a direct interaction with her. When this all began, I
wrote her a friendly letter explaining that our dog was
*not* a vicious German Shepard (as she originally
reported) and that we'd be happy to meet with her to
ease her mind. It seemed like the right thing to do? ©
Some people are just afraid of dogs and any
responsible Great Dane owner is acutely aware of this.
They're big.

She didn't respond. But later that day she spotted me
speaking to a neighbor on the sidewalk. She rolled
down the window of her USPS van, pointed at the
neighbor, and yelled, "are you Scott? you watch out for
her! She's crazy!" (Or something similar) before
promptly speeding off. Such is the entirety of my
interactions with her.

o Write a comment...
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She didn't respond. But later that day she spotted me
speaking to a neighbor on the sidewalk. She rolled
down the window of her USPS van, pointed at the
neighbor, and yelled, "are you Scott? you watch out for
her! She's crazy!" (Or something similar) before
promptly speeding off. Such is the entirety of my
interactions with her.

She probably thinks I'm a dick because I keep
complaining.l.:l

o Write a comment...

She didn't respond. But later that day she spotted me
speaking to anei~lk. She rolled
down the window.......ointed at the

o Write a comment...
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